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Social Science

Observational studies, ethnographic work

Lab and field experiments

Data mining
Network analysis
Trend detection
etc…

Computational



A brief history of the behavioral lab

• High degree of procedural control

• Optimized for causal inference

But, many limitations:

• Artificial environment

• Simple tasks, demand effects

• Homogeneous (WEIRD)* subject pools

• Time/scale limitations

• Expensive, difficult to set up

Poor generalization, expensive, slow

ca. 1960s

ca. 2000s

* Western, Educated, Industrialized, 
Rich, Democratic [Henrich et al. 2010]



Making social science experiments social

Complexity,
Realism

Size, Scale

Duration, Participation

Physical labs • Longer periods of time
• Fewer constraints on location

• More samples of data
• Large-scale social interaction

• Realistic vs. abstract, simple tasks
• More precise instrumentation

Virtual labs: using the 
Internet as a behavioral lab



Emerging benefits of the virtual lab

Easier replication, 
variation of existing work 

Lower barriers to 
designing and 

conducting 
experiments

Larger, more diverse 
participant pool

Data instrumentation for 
complex group interaction

Participation over longer 
time, broader space

More powerful, 
realistic, social
experiments

Lower barriers to 
building, sharing, 

iteration



Outline

• From the physical lab to the virtual lab

• Experimental studies of coordination and interaction
• Long-run cooperation in a social dilemma

• Teamwork and collective intelligence in a crisis mapping task

• Future directions and conclusion



Long-run cooperation in
repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma
joint work with Lili Dworkin, Siddharth Suri, and Duncan J. Watts

Nature Communications 8, 13800 (2017)



Split – Split 50% - 50%

Steal – Split 100% - 0%

Steal – Steal 0% - 0%

Cooperate Defect

Prisoner’s
Dilemma



Repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma (in theory)

Defect Defect Defect Defect

Defect Defect Defect Defect

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4(econs)



Repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma (in practice)

Cooperate Cooperate Defect Defect

Cooperate Cooperate Cooperate Defect

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4

see: Selten and Stoecker [1986]; Andreoni and Miller [1993]; Dal Bo [2005]; Bereby-Meyer 
and Roth [2006]; Friedman and Oprea [2012], Embrey, Fréchette, and Yuksel [2015]

(real people)



Would cooperation unravel with experience?

• “… we conjecture that convergence to Nash would require in excess of 200 
games of 10 rounds each.” [Mason et al. 2014]

• “Although … unravelling is at work in all treatments, the process is slow 
enough that … it is not plausible to observe cooperation rates to decline to 
negligible levels in an amount of time that is reasonable to spend in a 
laboratory.” [Embrey et al. 2015]

A experimental study of cooperation over time would:

• (maybe) resolve conflict between theory and empirical data

• be closer to the real world



Our experiment

Round 1 Round 10

Game

anonymous
partners

Cooperate

Defect



Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6

Random rematching across games

Game 2Game 1



Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6

Random rematching across games

Game 2Game 1



One experiment session – 20 games

Game 1 Game 20

50
pairs



Aug 4, 2015 – Day 1

Aug 31, 2015 – Day 20



Our experiment

• 20 days

• 20 games per day

• 10 rounds per game

• 113 players to start, 94
completed after attrition

• 375,000 decisions

Experiment Number of games

Selten and Stoecker [1985] 25

Andreoni & Miller [1993] 20

Dal Bo [2005] 10

Bereby-Meyer & Roth [2006] 20

Friedman & Oprea [2012] 8-10

Embrey et al. [2015] 20-30

This work 20 per day, 400 total



Experiment Design

Soft incentives
• Expectation of month-long 

experiment
• Daily reminders of commitment

Hard incentives
• Players kicked out for missing more 

than two days
• Daily cash payments proportional 

to payoffs
• Lump sum bonus for completion

Defect Cooperate

Defect 3, 3 7, 1

Cooperate 1, 7 5, 5





Cooperation over 20 days



First defection in games, by day



Cooperation is sustained, with high welfare

Despite:

• Individual incentives to be selfish

• Anonymity of identity

• Rematching within a large 
population

≈ 84% of 
maximum 
social welfare

Payoffs D C

D 3\3
7\1

C 1\7
5\5



What are players doing?

• Most players play threshold strategies:
• Cooperate until round n, defect thereafter
• Punish if opponent defects first

• T10: defect in last round
• T9: defect in second-to-last round
• T1: start defecting immediately
• CC: cooperate every round if opponent does 

(grim trigger)

• Strategies change slowly

T9
T9

CC
T8

CC
CC

CC
T10

T9
CC



Player strategies over time

~40% are resilient 
cooperators:

play CC for vast majority 
of the experiment

Most other 
participants start 
defecting only on 
rounds 8, 9, or 10



Player strategies over time

~40% are resilient 
cooperators:

play CC for vast majority 
of the experiment

Most other 
participants start 
defecting only on 
rounds 8, 9, or 10



The significant 
cost of being 
nice…



Agent-based simulation

• Players maintain beliefs over strategies based on their observed 
opponents:

𝑩𝑖 = 𝑩𝑖−1 +𝑶𝑖

• Each player plays a smoothed best-response to strategies observed in 
the past

𝒖𝑖 = 𝑷
𝑩𝑖

𝑩𝑖
𝜋𝑖𝑗 ∝ exp( 𝑢𝑖𝑗/𝜆 )

• Some fraction of the population are resilient cooperators: always CC

Beliefs update from past observations

Expected utility for playing each strategy

Smoothed probability of playing strategy j



Simulation: with and without resilient players

No resilient players: cooperation breaks down 40% resilient players: cooperation maintained



Empirical data vs. simulation

Empirical strategies Simulated strategies



With resilient 
cooperators,
everyone 
becomes better 
off.



Summary

• Despite the social dilemma and prior predictions of unraveling, we 
find that resilient cooperators stabilize cooperation in the population

• They make everyone better off at significant cost to themselves

• The virtual lab makes it possible to run an experiment, studying 
collective behavior, over a much longer time than in physical labs

• Long-run studies of behavior can yield different results than short lab 
experiments!



Team size, organization, and 
performance on a complex task
joint work with Winter A. Mason, Siddharth Suri, and Duncan J. Watts

PLOS ONE 11(4), e0153048 (2016)



Teamwork and collective intelligence

Wikipedia

Open-source software

Libya crisis map, 2011

• Decentralized (or even distributed)
• Self-organized
• Complex problems



Existing approaches

Lab experiments
Observational data analysis

Rope-pulling

van Ham et al. (2006)

Clapping



Crisis mapping

37

Haiti Earthquake, 2010

Haiti crisis map



Crisis mapping:
A “model problem” for studying teamwork?

Online, distributed 
members



What happens as teams get bigger?

39



Relationship of team size and performance

• Bigger teams are better…
• Division of labor

• Returns to specialization

• Social learning

• …except when they are worse.
• Social loafing, free riding

• Herding and group think

• Overhead of communication, coordination

• All these effects take place in practice –
everything is obvious problem



Crisis mapping web app

41
M., Mason, Suri, Watts (2016). PLoS ONE 11(4): e0153048



Field versus experiment lab

One group of 16 participants working 
constantly for one hour, August 2014

Standby Task Force; 18-32 volunteers 
over 12 hours, December 2012

(Typhoon Pablo) 42



Data instrumentation

Filtering

• Categorizing relevant vs. 
irrelevant tweets

Classification

• Descriptive information for 
event records

• Geolocation

Verification

• Editing existing event records

• Voting on accuracy of events

Chat

• Communication with other users

43



Data instrumentation
Division of 

Labor

Communication 
Network

Timeline of users and actions



Experiment setup

Group Size # Groups # Individuals

1 18 21

2 11 22

4 6 24

8 4 31

16 4 59

32 4 123

Total 47 280

46

• Users trained on the task with an 
interactive tutorial

• Experiment sessions with 
randomized assignment to 
groups of different sizes

• Each group allowed 1 hour to 
work together

• Payment based on individual 
effort and group performance



Measuring team performance

1. Gold standard map
• Combined events from all groups
• De-duplicated and hand-checked 

for validity  

2. Measure group output

Precision:

Recall:

F1 score: 2×P×R/(P+R)

Gold standard events

(higher precision: fewer mistakes)

(higher recall: fewer events overlooked)



Accuracy and team size



Effort diminishes, but also shifts

Effort = sum of tasks, 
weighted by average task-time

Effort Allocation = % of group’s effort devoted
to one of four high-level sub-tasks



Collaboration increases

Collaboration index =
(pk = fraction of effort devoted 

to event by kth person)

2
pk log pk

1

k

å



How can we compare group sizes?

Independent workers are more productive per capita

• They exert more effort

• They allocate more effort to harder sub-tasks

But, individuals in larger teams collaborate more

• Could reduce errors and redundant effort

• These effects not counted in per capita productivity



Directly comparing groups of the same size

54

Collaborative 
group of size N

Synthetic groups from 
combining output of N 
individuals, randomly 

sampled without 
replacement 



Real vs. synthetic groups



Summary

• Individuals exert more raw effort, and work on more productive 
tasks, by themselves than in groups

• Despite lower per capita effort, coordination ultimately allowed large 
groups to do better

• Comparable performance of largest groups (16, 32 people) to SBTF 
deployment – potential practical applications



Future Work

• What are the processes by which people self-organize? How can we 
optimize this process of decentralized teamwork?

• Does leadership matter? What about organizational structure?

• How do we create an “optimal team” for a given task?

• What are the differences between collective intelligence, human 
problem-solving, and traditional organizational behavior? 

• How do we combine social science with AI to improve teamwork?

• How do we bridge the gap between CI research and the real world?



The Virtual Lab: What’s Next?



New opportunities for the virtual lab

By pushing this boundary, 
we can answer novel, 
otherwise inaccessible 

questions about collective 
human behavior.

Crisis mapping

Long-run 
cooperation

Other large-scale 
web studies

Complexity,
Realism

Size, Scale

Participation

Physical labs



A social science “supercollider” ?

Realistic settings for collective
behavior…

with precise instrumentation and 
measurement…

studied longitudinally over 
periods of time…

with a high degree of 
experimental control.



But, experiments are still pretty hard…

They’re a lot of work, especially 
for studying social interaction.

This hard work is discarded, or 
difficult to share and build upon.

Estimating the Reproducibility 
of Psychological Science (2015)



What would we like to have? One idea:

Virtual Lab Cloud 
Service

Other participant panels

Experiment
Software

Virt. Lab 
Client

Experiment
Software

Virt. Lab 
Client

Researchers

• Standardized OSS virtual lab interface
• Faster iteration, sharing, variation
• Consistent, scalable participant pool
• Demographic/experience tracking



TurkServer: OSS platform + experiments

• Simpler programming for 
real-time interaction

• Web-based lab console
• Creation and 

instrumentation of groups
• Digital one-way mirror

• Sharing of experiment 
protocols based on a 
common infrastructure

• Easier to reproduce, vary, 
and iterate on existing work

https://www.github.com/TurkServer/turkserver-meteor

https://www.github.com/VirtualLab/turkserver-meteor


A virtual lab: web-based real-time view



Future: the supercollider on ScienceAtHome

Citizen Scientists

Experiment
Software

Virt. Lab 
Client

Experiment
Software

Virt. Lab 
Client

Researchers



Thank You!
mao@microsoft.com; mizzao@gmail.com

@mizzao
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